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Brave frontier units that boost exp

Community content sharing comments are available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted. Fusion and evolution are two key ways to help you unit stronger characters. However, although the concept of fuse and evolution is simple, it requires some strategic planning and timing to do it properly. In this fusion and evolving guide, we go over how to optimize your brave border
fuse guide and evolving strategies. Please note that this guide is geared more towards beginners so they don't make fatal mistakes early in the game. We first discuss the basics of fusion and the evolution of the brave frontier, and then go deeper into strategies that revolve around doing them properly. Please check out the mobile game guide section for a more useful brave
border guide. General Brave Border Fusion Guide Fusion Principles Level up The Brave Fusion Units Burst Row Fusion General Evolution Brave Border Guide Evolution Principles Choose The Best Units For The Evolution of The Brave Frontier Evolution Strategy Grading Evolution Farming Preparation Ingredient Fusion Principles Like Many Other Card Games, You Level Up
Your Base Cards By Feeding Those Other Feeders. Fusion and high level can be quite expensive. Half the game will be to manage your card balance so that you can wait for the right moment for the right card fuse. If you are planning for the level of XP grinding your characters, we have created a very brave Border Fusion Calculator tool to help you. The cost is fusion (start base
monster level +1) * number of monsters to fuse * 100. Bonus experience points from the same fusion element you can earn an extra 50% exp if you are using matching element cards. So when you're doing BB leveling, it's almost always best to use a card from a different element, to keep XP earned down. So that you can pump more cards into a character without leveling it too.
Fuse Rewards Success Rewards Fuse success based solely on luck, however there are some events that grant higher success rate increases. There are two types of exp boost success. Fusion gives great success an additional 50% exp increase for 150% total. The success of super fusion additional donations is a 100% increase in experience for 200% total. The pushing level to
keep your gaze especially at the start of the game, always fuse a little so that your units close in leveling, and then bomb all units at the same time so that all 5 units enjoy lower level fuse costs. You can check exp for your characters by holding the fauce on the monster icon. Metal God Bombing Fuse Guide This leveling guide works well for newly evolved units and you plan not to
do intensive BB leveling with it. Storing 5 metal gods and fuse bombs into a unit at level 1 can gain a ton of basic levels at a fraction of the cost. The best way to level up fusion units is the best way to get fast leveling up units of fusion materials through single metal. In short, you can obtain a metal parade Key through the capital of the Randall Empire -&gt; Akras' Summons'
Lounge - &gt; Office Administration. You can obtain three types of fusion units to help you by leveling brave edgy characters. Below is a list with an EXP base. Note that because they are the dark element, you can get extra EXP bonuses if you fuse them with dark type characters. The fusion list is set to this: Metal Silhouette = 1,506 exp Metal King = 16,518 exp Metal God =
51,518 exp Tier Fusion This is the best cost-effective fusion method when you have a middle-level base character with a bunch of low-level feeders. Generally feeding cards to your main base can be too costly. The row fuse is done when you fuse 5 cards into the feeder first, and then feed that buffet feeder into your main card. You will lose about 45% of exp when you transfer
exp via row fuse. However, you will be able to fuse exp to the card at nearly 1/4~1/5 of the cost. You generally don't want to use this method with any metal leveling unit as they carry a decent amount of EXP to start with. To save money really by fusion rows, use a Level 1 card as your mid-level feeder to minimize that initial exp transfer. Now, if you're lucky enough to get either
great success or tremendous success, you'll then lose any EXP. In fact you might actually have more EXP if you gain two fantastic successes in a row! Fusion row - Consider elemental now, there is time that you may want to focus leveling a particular character. That's when rows may work in your favor. Use a half-feeder that matches your main card element to attract non-
adaptive elemental cards. However, if you have enough Zel in your banking reserve, do not use fusion rows as you are really giving up a potential EXP in exchange for maintaining zel. Brave leveling bursts consider briefly, a brave burst during leveling fusion if you're using BB skill units of the same kind. For more information, please check out our guide to the brave borderline
leveling of BB. Leveling a brave burst is very important and needs to be done indefinitely when your units are still level lower. This is especially true when the unit is maximum in evolution. Leveling the BB level before you start going for the maximum level can save you a ton of gaze. It should be noted that the cost of leveling BB is reduced when you reach the maximum level. So it
may be smart to start BB's tutorial once you hit max. The principles of evolution you generally want to evolve your characters as soon as you hit max, so that you can continue to build them with much higher stats, hits, and BB skills. How to evolve guide: Brave Border Evolution has a few requirements. The character must be at the maximum level, the character must have a form to
which they can evolve, and ultimately you have to have the material you need to evolve them. Higher level evolution can cost a ton of gazes so your best shot to start saving them early and company with golden vault dungeons and Of all the ways to create more gazes in brave brave Overall, most basic character cards have 1~2 evolution form with couple cards having more
evolution stages like their starter cards. When you evolve a character, brave border BB levels are reduced to half and rounded down. Choose the best units to evolve before you decide which character to max fuse and further brave their evolution boundary. Decide how to evolve first by always looking at your maximum evolution potential. The best units for evolution are units that
have the possibility of evolution 5 or 6. And even then, if you have more than 5 star choices to evolve, pick out the ones with the best kind for that set of given units. Brave Frontier Evolution timing strategy to guide brave edgy evolution, you normally want to evolve only one character card in your team at a time. There's a couple reason to this, you want to just evolve 1 character so
that your team can still function with a weak single member. This way you can still evolve the farm for other materials, participating in dungeons, while teaching your character. If you evolve too many units in your team, you will basically have a really weak team that can't do for long as you train them to the level. You also want to avoid doing the evolution of the farming unit very
soon, because then you will be stuck with a bunch of evolution materials that are far from your unit's inventory spaces. Evolve preparing ingredients with inventory spaces so tight to play your brave boundary, your best bet is to usually keep on collecting all the evolving materials until you reach the maximum level for your character. The main reason is that you may come across
better fit character cards in your team, and you shouldn't evolve too many characters at the same time pointing to our previous point. If you collect too many evolve materials, you will find that you will have a ton of them, and no spaces suitable for regular members of your team. Brave Border Fusion and Evolution Guide to Updating Brave Frontier Notes added method evolution.
Evolution guide and strategy for the best units. Comments sharing this list include all items that multiply the player experience earned by a specified value. These items only work in Normal Quests and Whirlpool. In addition, these items cannot stack with each other. The arch summoner of this list includes all items that multiply the summoner experience gained by the specified
value. These items work on all quests offered in summoning arches, with the exception of battle hall quests. Akin to Experience Token and Experience Badge, these items cannot stack with each other. The name described the experience of twice as many water summons exp, EXP weapons, and SP has been cleared by 1.5 whenever attempts to experience 30min tonics twice as
many exp summoners, EXP weapons, and SP by 2 whenever attempts to experience 30min tablets experienced twice as many erased by 1.5 after trying clearedDoes include summoning experience art The experience is twice as high as 2 after an attempt to clearedDoes involves summoning the art of experiencing relevant links players experience table summoning avatar
community content available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted. Mentioned.
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